
SIMPLE WORKSHEETS ON HOW TO WRITE A SENTENCE

Going from writing simple words to composing complete sentences can be an intimidating leap, but our writing
sentences worksheets help ensure a soft landing.

Sentence Creator Worksheet 2 â€” You are given word choices to work with here. Meeting Nouns and Verbs
â€” Write a sentence on each line using a word from the noun list and a word from the verb list. They are
useless. Consider tackling just one exercise a day. Yet, instructions on how to actually write short sentences
are in short supply. Sentence Expander Worksheet 2 â€” Be careful with what you pick at the top of this
worksheet. One you know well. Buy it now. All first drafts are written by lazy writers. Sentence Creator
Worksheet 1 â€” We build off of the skills we learned in the previous worksheets. Can you help us unscramble
them? The rhino raised its head. Avoid modifiers Modifiers clutter up your copy. Have fun! It looks like this:
Insecure? Fishy Sentences â€” Create complete sentences using words from the word bank. The rhino pawed
the earth. Here is my attempt at describing grief: Everyone knows about love, but no one really understands
how it works. The same is true when I wrote dozens of text ads for a long-running Google AdWords
campaign. In fact, you can create a stronger sentence by replacing both the modifier and the word it modifies
with a more detailed description or a stronger, more accurate word. Missing Word Completes the Sentence â€”
Rewrite each sentence, adding in the word from the word bank that makes the most sense. Make Up A
Sentence â€” This is a complete free range activity for kids. And when you are finished, feel free to share your
exercises in our LinkedIn discussion. Write a word article using only simple sentences Revisit exercise
number one above, but this time, limit your sentences to no more than four or five words. My hunch is it will
be a lot. Build a Sentence â€” Remember to use all of the words that you are given. Active verbs are faster and
more descriptive than if an object performs an action. Mixed Up Words! Like: bone, two, fierce, lie, spade,
blow, hill, brain, dark. Sentence Mixer â€” Our sentences are so mixed up! Expanded sentences look more
formal and professional. There was a period in my career when I had to write hundreds of succinct product
descriptions. In this series of worksheets you will play the editor and you will try to add some really beef to
some loosely put together sentences. I aim to fix that today. Cut and Write â€” Cut out and order the sentences
below in order from least detail to the most detail.


